What To Know About Bevel Gear Grinding
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Guidelines are insurance against mistakes in the often detailed work of gear manufacturing. Gear engineers, after all, can’t know all the steps for all the processes used in their factories, especially those used in the grinding of that most complicated type of gear: bevels.

And even when the steps are known, there are all the unwritten guidelines, the ones acquired through experience rather than from a design or manufacturing handbook. Those guidelines are numerous and require time to think about and finally see, whether the time is taken while standing on the shop floor or by going back to an office desk.

Gear engineers’ work would be much easier if some of those major guidelines were written down, as they are here:

Several technological and geometrical factors are important to guarantee high-quality ground gears. The first factor is a smart strategy for semi-finishing gears. This strategy requires gear manufacture’s to think about their processes in reverse order, making certain the gears they want to work on at the start of step four are the ones created by the end of step three. For example, uniform stock allowance on the flank surface is important, but only if the semi-finish cutting summary is derived from the finish grinding summary.

Also, sections of progressively increasing ease-off should not be ground without preparing them in the previous cutting operation. This applies particularly to universal-motion heel or toe sections as well as to second-order protuberance and flank relief.

With heel or toe relief sections, a gear grinder sometimes has to remove 50% or more stock if the sections are not prepared properly during soft cutting. For example, a green gear may have a regular stock removal of 0.13 mm. Variation from heat treat distortion may add 0.07 mm in certain areas. Also, the hardened gear may require removal of an additional 0.10 mm of stock within the relief section. If the green gear isn’t cut properly, a worst case could require the removal of 0.30 mm of stock in one grinding pass.

Possible results of such grinding include burn marks, new hardening zones or a reduction of surface hardness due to the reduced thickness of the case depth. The case depth of bevel gears in the module range of 3–6 mm is recommended to be between 0.8–1.2 mm after heat treatment. The worst-case scenario would reduce the case depth during grinding to 0.5 mm, perhaps less, reducing the surface and subsurface strength.

Also, grinding of root relief, the so-called blended Toprem®, leads to a critical condition on the grinding wheel because the small, sensitive tip of the grinding wheel might have to remove 10–30% more stock than the main profile section. Heavy material removal of the tip of the wheel causes a deterioration of the protuberance section and the edge radius after grinding only several slots. Subsequently, the remaining slots have lesser or no root relief and an unacceptable blend into the root-fillet radius. This effect cannot be cured by redressing after some number of slots.

An important part of the semi-finish strategy for modern bevel gear grinding is the root fillet area that is not ground. The optimal protuberance of the cutting blades relieves the transition between flank and root by a value equal to the stock allowance on the active flanks. The cutting blades should have an edge radius 0.1 mm smaller than the edge radius of the final grinding wheel profile. They also should cut 0.1 mm below the theoretical grind depth.

The transition between the grinding profile and the unground root area should be optimized on the drive side of both members, using a grinding wheel tip extension and a setover, to get a smooth blend of the ground to the unground root surface and clean up the root radius to the area of 30° tangent.

The distortions due to heat treatment cause an unequal cleanup along the face width and from slot to slot around the circumference. Also, the first- and second-order corrections, applied after coordinate measurement to achieve a correct flank geometry, influence the angle of the ground root line versus the semi-finish cut root line. This root-angle difference might result in a partially ground root bottom.

This result is no problem as long as the slots’ average length of ground root bottom is no more than 30%. Variations in cleanup can result in as much as 70% of a single slot’s root bottom being ground. Such a high percentage in a single slot is acceptable, though. In that case, a slot’s root geometry variation would be as much as 100 microns. Variation up to this amount in a slot will not adversely affect the performance of the gear set. Still, the average cleanup percentage of all slots can’t be more than 30%.

If a face-milling geometry shows a high transition line between root and flank that was generated by the profile generating process and not by a too-large point radius of the tool, then an interference of the top edge of the mating teeth can initiate surface damage and noise excitation. This interference zone can be relieved via a second-order protuberance, which is a radius that connects the grinding wheel main profile and the edge radius with a tangential blend.

A finish-ground bevel gear set should have an $R_e$ equal to or less than 5 μm and an $R_m$ equal to or less than 0.8 μm.

The ground surfaces of hypoid gears always carry the risk of scoring during the initial wear-in period. To eliminate this risk, the flank surfaces of at least the ring gear should be phosphated. The risk of scoring may also be eliminated during the first operating period through the use of synthetic hypoid oil. Nevertheless, the risk of scoring in operation is reduced due to the enhancement of the surface finish.

Keys to efficient grinding are the abrasive material and the abrasive bond. Recommended for bevel gear grinding are grinding wheels with an abrasive of sintered aluminum oxide with an 80 grit and a soft ceramic bond with an open-pore structure.

Three or four coolant pipes are directed tangentially to the grinding wheel circumference with a coolant speed about equal to the grinding wheel surface speed to apply a layer of coolant to the
grinding profile surface just before its entrance into the grinding zone. Additional pipes are located behind the grinding zone and are directed opposite to the grinding speed to extinguish the sparks, which would burn into the wheel bond and get into the grinding zone.

In addition, the wheel’s surface has to be cleaned continuously with a high-pressure coolant jet that’s connected to an extra pump, supplying the coolant at a pressure of at least 300 psi. The high-pressure jet has to be located about opposite the grinding zone and has to shoot coolant perpendicular to the profile surface. Because of centrifugal force, the chips tend to clog up the inside profile more, so appropriate attention must be paid to the design and function of the high-pressure cleaning system. The surface speed to achieve good surface finish in connection with minimal grinding wheel wear is 20–24 m/sec, a rather low value for a grinding process.

In the automotive industry, bevel gear grinding requires one rotation only, but each slot may be ground in two passes—the so-called double roll. This roll consists of one pre-finishing pass, during which the grinding machine moves the grinding contact from toe to heel (uproll) and one fine-finishing pass, rolling from the heel back to the toe. While a part is being ground, dressing should be done after a rotation is finished, not during the rotation.

In contrast, some gears for high quality machine tools require two rotations, and aircraft parts are ground in four or more rotations.

In all cases, though, the rule is: After each rotation, the grinding wheel should be redressed. However, skip indexing should be avoided. This technique was developed in order to distribute wear more uniformly around the work, to avoid ramp-shaped spacing errors. Rather than grinding successive slots, skip indexing skips a preset number of slots. Consequently, grinding requires several revolutions to finish all slots.

Subsequently, though, it was discovered that many acoustic phenomena were caused by skip indexing. Experience with the technique showed that the resulting many small ramps generate noise with amplitudes in the tooth mesh frequency, the gear rotational frequency and with a frequency that corresponds to the number of ramps per revolution. In some cases, there even appears to be an additional modulation. Thus, wear compensation is the best way to reduce ramp-shaped spacing errors and other wear patterns.

Dressing the grinding wheel requires a dress roller that is diamond-plated and shapes a grinding wheel’s profile like in a round grinding operation. But the wheel must not be dressed with a dress roller using single-point dressing. This is the type of dressing in which the dressing wheel is locked during dressing, so the relative surface speed comes only from the rotation of the grinding wheel (speed ratio: 0). Consequently, single-point dressing creates a flat spot on the wheel. Dress rollers, however, are designed to dress around wheel circumferences.

The wheel also must not be dressed when the roller’s surface speed is equal to the wheel’s surface speed (speed ratio: 1.0). At that ratio, the roller crushes the abrasive grain out of the wheel bond.

The crushing breaks complete grains out of the bond for the most open-pore wheel surface structure possible. The grinding improves the wheel’s ability to grind gears, though it also reduces the structure’s pore size. However, the combination of crushing and grinding is optimal.

The grinding between dress roller and grinding wheel surface reduces pore size by changing the remaining crystal-shaped grains, specifically by flattening their sharp corners, the ones towards the surface. Consequently, very small flats are generated.

This flattening is beneficial because the grains’ original shape is only good for roughing, not finishing. Their crystal shape can’t accurately represent the grinding wheel’s dimensions and profile shape. Consequently, the surface roughness of ground gears will be high and not very accurate.

The very small flats can, however, accurately represent the wheel’s diameter and profile shape. The changed crystals mean surface roughness of ground gears will be low, coolant will be able to access the grinding zone and removed material will be able to move out of the grinding zone.

For high-productive grinding, a dresser speed ratio of 0.6–0.8 is recommended.

For the highest possible surface finish, the recommended speed ratio is between ~0.6 and ~0.8. In that ratio range, the roller only shapes the abrasive grains—it doesn’t crush them—and results in a grinding wheel surface with minimum pores. Grinding wheels can be dressed for this type of grinding by directing the roller speed against the grinding wheel speed, which leads to high relative velocities.

Gear manufacturers can also remove the grinding wheel’s wear pattern from the gear finish by entering into the grinding machine’s controller the number of teeth for fast wear and the percentage of this wear from the entire amount of wheel wear.
Wheel wear occurs rapidly during the first couple of slots and then with near-linearity for the following slots. Modern grinding machine controls have wheel wear compensation features that allow total wear compensation for the entire part and a fast wear compensation for the first slots. After total wear is compensated, the spacing measurement will show whether the first slots require additional compensation and whether that amount should also be removed from the remaining slots.

After grinding a number of development gears, a manufacturer can obtain the numbers needed for eliminating the wheel wear pattern—specifically, the amount of fast wear on the wheel, the number of teeth for this fast wear and the entire amount of wheel wear.

When finishing Formate™ ring gears, they should be ground using Waguri grinding to make the process more stable and faster. Normally, Formate gears are ground in a plunge-cut cycle. In form grinding, that means the grinding wheel has simultaneous contact with the whole flank surface of both flanks of a slot. Coolant can’t reach the grinding zones, with the results being burning and fast grinding wheel contamination with metal particles.

The process can be made stable, however, through a different, additional rotation of the rotating grinding wheel spindle. This other rotation should be about 0.3 mm eccentric in the plane of rotation about the theoretical grinding wheel axis. The eccentric rotation’s speed should be 200–500 rpm lower than the grinding wheel speed, with a typical value of 2,000 rpm and the same hand of rotation as the grinding wheel itself. This grinding technique is called Waguri, after its inventor.

Waguri grinding is extremely fast. It can achieve grinding times of one second per slot. A Waguri ground gear with 35 teeth is ground more quickly than a conventionally ground pinion with 13 teeth.

Lapping both finishes a gear and pinion and mates them together. Grinding doesn’t. This seeming deficiency can be an advantage for gear manufacturers. When finished via lapping, the mated gear and pinion must be kept together. When finished by grinding, gears and pinions can still be dealt with individually. Their mating can be delayed until assembly.

Before assembly, a gear and pinion can then undergo roll testing to determine their axial pinion shim value. Afterward, they must be labeled with the value and kept together. They are, in effect, mated via roll testing.

By being able to delay mating, gear manufacturers that grind have less complicated logistics and more flexible manufacturing than those that lap.

Also, each gear set should undergo roll tests for three or five different axial pinion positions. These tests are recommended because they often reveal a best pinion axial assembly position.

Moreover, roll testing should be combined with a structureborne noise evaluation. The noise test isn’t as important, though, for ground gear sets in transaxle or power takeoff units because noise is not an extremely critical issue for them.

Lastly, don’t be tempted to favor lapping over grinding for economic reasons. Admittedly, grinding is slower and more expensive than lapping. For example, grinding a pair of bevel gears requires two grinding machines and two minutes for each gear. Lapping also takes two minutes for each gear, but it requires only one lapping machine. Moreover, the grinding machine cost per ground set is about three times the lapping machine cost per lapped set.

However, rejected parts and customer complaints are 1% or less for typical grinding production compared with 3–7% for lapping, depending on the requirements for certain jobs. Rejected gear sets include the cost of all previous operations plus the material. Consequently, the cost related to this difference in reject rate often makes grinding the more economical process.

Lapping remains competitive, though. Many United States bevel gear manufacturers use it rather than grinding, having selected it when grinding was still developing into a reliable finishing process for higher-volume gear production. Today, a split even exists between U.S. and European bevel gear manufacturers over lapping versus grinding. The split is discussed on page 50.

The above guidelines have covered topics from grinding wheels’ abrasive bond to the transition line between root and flank of face-milled gears, but this list isn’t all-encompassing. A major reason so many unwritten guidelines are unwritten is because they’re infinite in number and change with advances in materials, processes and equipment. Still, these guidelines should help gear engineers to skillfully grind their bevel gears.